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ICA unveils dynamic new brand identity for FFWD: Advertising and Marketing Week
2013
--Fifth anniversary of marketing communications marquee event relaunches with bold new look
and mandate-Toronto, ON. The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA) (http://www.icacanada.ca) -- the
professional business association representing Canada’s communications and advertising
agencies -- is pleased to unveil FFWD: Advertising and Marketing Week 2013, the new brand
identity for its former Advertising Week. Timed to coincide with the fifth anniversary of the
foremost industry gathering in Canada, the new brand identity represents a bold new vision and
mandate for the years ahead. The must-attend event kicks off January 28 and runs until February
1, with tickets on sale this fall.

“This highly energized week occurs early in the year and thereby offers a wonderful opportunity
for attendees to get a perspective on the coming trends in communication -- a sneak peek if you
will,” said Gillian Graham, CEO, ICA. “The ICA’s mission is to embrace and drive change, and
FFWD: Advertising and Marketing Week 2013 captures the vitality and spirit of our robust goals
for the week,” she added.

Andrew Bruce, COO, Publicis Canada, and Chair of both last and this year’s events, spearheaded
the rebranding effort in order to broaden the audience and reflect the impact the industry has on
business in Canada. His agency developed the dynamic new logo, which features the letters
FFW followed by twin interlocked stylized Ds in the shape of directional arrows. The words
Advertising and Marketing Week 2013 underscore the logo.

“The underlying reason for the change in name and identity is that the designation Advertising
Week no longer fully reflects all that we have come to offer,” explained Mr. Bruce. “Our
content has broad relevance well beyond our industry and we wanted to capture that sense of
energy and urgency that comes from being inspired by all that's happening within the ever
expanding world of marketing and communications. FFWD, in name and spirit, allows us to cast
a larger net,” he noted.

A new mandate to reflect a renewed vitality
FFWD: Advertising and Marketing Week 2013 is designed to inspire, educate and energize the
Canadian communications and technology industries, in their pursuit of building brands and
business success in order to fuel the creative and innovation leadership of the communications
industry. It validates the industry’s significant economic contribution to Canada -- $20 billion
plus -- and adds impetus to attract and retain the best and the brightest talent in the country.

An inspiring perspective on the year ahead
Spearheaded by the ICA in conjunction with a vast array of industry partners (including
associations, agencies, advertisers, technology companies, suppliers and public service partners),
the week showcases the industry’s best work, while offering a forum to highlight new ideas, key
business drivers and inspiring industry discussions. Founded to embolden the industry and to
share the industry’s news and accomplishments, FFWD: Advertising and Marketing Week 2013
will continue to build upon the fundamental commitment to celebrate ideas and creativity. The
week also offers more than a platform for celebration -- it aims to generate awareness of the
positive business-building impact of advertising on the economy, while inspiring young people
to join the industry.

“Advertising Week was launched in 2009 and has grown into Canada’s largest and most diverse
annual gathering of advertising, marketing and media leaders,” added Ms. Graham. “This year’s
event is a must-attend for anyone involved in communication or technology in Canada. In five
short years, the week has a significant foothold with strong momentum, and is highly anticipated,
and we felt it was time to broaden the scope to reflect the vast reach of this industry. Please save
the date and plan to join us in person, or via the new webcasting options,” she concluded.

Highlights of the action-packed calendar include international keynote speakers, conferences,
seminars, awards, panel presentations, Next Generation events for students and young
communication executives, social hubs, and the gala Ad Ball, which promise to deliver the
energy and dynamism of the industry. Presentations include four speaker series from Yahoo!
Canada, Toronto Star, Google, and MDC Partners, plus the Globe & Mail Cannes reel screening,
the concluding breakfast, and ICA cocktail party, among others. Tickets to the events go on sale
online this fall at (http://www.advertisingweek.ca/).

About the ICA
The Institute of Communication Agencies or the ICA (http://www.icacanada.ca) is the
professional business association which represents Canada’s communication and advertising
agencies. The ICA’s mission is to champion commercial creativity, amplify the industry’s
economic impact, and to embrace and drive change. As such, the ICA promotes thought
leadership, higher standards and best practices. It serves as the largest source of information,
advice, education and training for Canada’s communication and advertising industry. ICA’s
member agencies and subsidiaries account for over 75 per cent of all national advertising in
Canada, with an economic impact worth more than $19 billion annually. More information
about the ICA and its initiatives can be found at www.icacanada.ca or follow on Twitter at
@icacanada or @adweekcdn.
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